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1. Introduction 





2. Framings and narratives in transitions 





3. Methodology 



3.1. The Q sample 

3.2. Participants and Q sorts 
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3.3. Analysis 

qmethod R

4. Results and interpretation 

4.1. Quantitative analysis 













4.2. Qualitative interpretation 

4.2.1. F1: “Let firms innovate at their own pace” 



4.2.2. F2+: “Energy is the key issue”  

4.2.3. F2-: “The bioeconomy, an endless frontier”  



4.2.4. F3: “A green intervention agenda” 



5. Conflicting and contradicting narratives 



contrary

contrary

contradictory

”Energy is the key issue”

Focus on energy

”The bioeconomy, an 
endless frontier”

Focus on advanced products

”A green intervention agenda”

State interventions needed for 
attention to either

”Let firms innovate at their 
own pace”

Forest raw materials the 
foundation for all products





6. Conclusions and implications 
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F1: "Let firms innovate at their own pace"

F2+: "Energy is the key issue"

F2-: "The bioeconomy, an endless frontier"

F3: "A green intervention agenda"
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